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Genuine Ruger Factory accessory. This Rod Guide is specifically for Ruger Precision Rifle Chamber at 243 Winchester and 6. 3 1911 Guide Rod Kit (suitable Colt Defender, Kimber CDP Ultra Carry) Guide Rod Kit for 9mm. Lcp. This is our new Galloway Precision BOMB PROOF thick guide rods for the Ruger SR9c 40c, we tripled the thickness of the head
to prevent a scare and a rare bend on the lock drag hand seen on some of the 40 S W guns, but they will work on. Ruger LCP LCP II Stainless Steel Guide Rod. We are ready to answer any questions about our guidebooks and accessories. Spring recoil speed is 9 pounds Gun: Ruger LC9 Finish: Stainless Steel Satin Aluminum Cerakote by GKC. A
complete build with a guide guide, spring rod and platoon handle. Note: individual components are not sold separately. It is a stainless steel guide for the Ruger SR-9 pistol from 304 stainless steel. What guide rod? Made in the United States. Suitable Ruger LCP and LCP II pistols. The Stainless Steel Rod Guide is a direct replacement for your LCP plant and
LCP II guide rod, but is made of stainless steel 316. This is a direct drop in the replacement of the guide rods for both 3. Ruger stainless steel Guide Rod Catalog On, we produce a high-quality stainless steel rod guide for your gun. Ruger LCP LCP II Stainless Steel Guide Rod has been repeatedly tested with numerous brands of ammunition to ensure
reliable operation and safety. I have some with the GUIDE guide rod and some with FLGR. We are designed to produce high quality gun guide rods and stainless steel accessories. We only produce stainless steel guide rods made from high quality stainless steel material to provide the best features and fits for your firearms. The rod is made only of the
thinnest stainless steel material to replace plastic. This video shows the difference in handling with simple gun updates. His strictly personal preferences. 38, 40 stainless. 316 Replacing stainless steel for thin metal plant Part 5, stainless steel and CAPTURED with a new recoil spring, you'll never have to contend with your SR22 stock in the spring and guide
rod again with our new guide rod and spring installation. This is a discussion of the SS Guide To Rod's Ruger Pistols forums, part pistol and revolver Forum category; I've seen the SS guide rod for the SR9. Suitable Ruger SR22 Pistols SR22 Guide rod Installation Video. Apart from being a proper diameter. We are ourselves active gun owners and we aim to
supply the best products to help you depend on your firearms with uniform and function. By specializing in captured Rhodes leadership, BT Rhodes Guide seeks to support the intention of a firearms designer develop a replacement guide rod in order to maintain reliability. Compatible with: Ruger LCP. Family of products. Veteran property and business
operation: American made Ruger LCP LCP II stainless steel guide Rod designed and manufactured by Combat Veterans.Polished and ready to go on Ruger LCP.5 Creedmoor.High Performance Ruger LCP Accessories to improve function and. Write to us - info@jillsfirearms.com - Made of 17-4 H1150 stainless steel, the perfect combination of strength and
hardness. Resist spring scoring and gouging without being hard enough to damage anything in the gun. -Works with factory springs and Wolf springs. -Available in black oxide or polished finish. - BT was initially contacted about this because the factory guide rod head appears to be peen after minimal use. Ruger claims that this is never causing feature
problems, but many people like to replace parts that will retain their shape throughout the life of the gun. It is important to understand that simply creating the same measurements in more difficult material is likely to create more problems. If the guide rod was made so hard that it was never peened, it is likely that the force will simply warp something else in the
gun. It wouldn't be a solution, it's just to move the problem to the more expensive part. It seemed to me that if the guide rod wanted to assume that the beveled form was in operation, that the guide rod should be made, that shape in the first place. In order to remain so, the head of the spare part of BT is a little longer than the factory part. This extra length
puts the machine skew from harm where it will not contact the barrel to drag. Here you can see the peened part of the plant. This factory part has about 150 rounds through it. Next to it is the BT rod. Note that the head part of the BT rod is longer. While the factory part is being beaten into this form of gun, the BT rod starts in this form and does not see any
deformed force because the extra length of the head keeps the cosud from interfering with the part of the gun. - There is some small black oxide wear visible on each, but note that the BT rod is not gouged like a rod plant. The BT guide will stay smooth for a longer time than the factory rod, which means a longer lifespan of a smooth bike ride for your LCP. If
black oxide erases your BT guide rod, stainless will never rust. - - BT hits the range with LCP Seeing Believes and we would like to put a BT guide rod for LCP through its paces and check it out before offering them to the public. We blew up, making sure everything worked flawlessly, and I came in to know: Hey, this little gun a'int half bad. Actually, I'm sure I
can band well with it now that I'm using the trigger. The first was low, the next three were a little low on the left. The next two stayed. Remarkably, when I made mistakes, the mistakes were about. 7,8.9 I was still sneaking up. As I corrected and approached the bull shots remained touching, going exactly where the sights were, the trigger broke. The five shots
laid in the bullseye were the last. The gun always shot exactly where I pointed it and allowed me to dial it in. For me it proves that LCP is more than just a backup, belly gun of last resort many claim it will be. Cleverly wielding, LCP can consistently deliver accurate shots at target. At a distance of 25 feet, this gun was able to shoot the same bullet hole!!! Pretty
achievement for such a small gun, with such a short barrel, with such tiny sights and such a LOOOOOOOONG trigger. Take the BT rod today and keep the guide rod of your pocket gun in shape! Tagged BT Guide, LCP, LCP Guide, Ruger above... A collage of representative products produced by BT Guide Rods. Products designed to improve reliability,
function and perceived returns. Specializing in the captured leadership of Rhodos, BT Guide Rhodes seeks to support the intention of the firearms designer when designing a replacement guide rod in order to maintain the reliability of the gun. Offering two series of captured guide rods: the two-part STA-TITE series and the ONE PIECE-captured series, all BT
Guide To Births were conceived with reliability in mind, designed for absolute improvement over the stock parts and accurately manufactured for demanding specifications to ensure your satisfaction. We also offer non-captured guide rods for those who prefer an age-old design that requires compression springs during installation, but allows for the easiest
and fastest spring swaps. Many of them are not posted on the website currently available. Call for accessibility. 412-542-8189 Read about the various proposed designs and check availability for your gun by clicking on the model (s) left. Can't see what you're looking for? Shoot by email: E-mail is protected and someone will respond quickly. · Discussion
Starter and #1 May 30, 2012 I would ask, can you just update the guide rod with the addition of a wolf spring to it? I don't seem to do anything to the new LCP, except to peel it and added a little light oil to the rails before breaking it in: the gun seems to work fine with the first 50 rounds tossed it I hate to start playing with it, or if it the ant broke doesn't need
fixing; Is the spring guide rod 9lbs? Interestingly, the guys have updated the weight too, if I can ask from what I saw after about 2,000 rds through the LCP that the rods of the guide factory are taking a heck of a beating. I had a long discussion with a guy at BT about the rods and they had the same specs. The size and length is only stronger than the material.
They last much longer than the plant for sure. I stopped using wolf springs because I though it was better to change from sources more often and on a regular basis, and as I've posted more where on this forum, I think the wolf last as long as the plant. But the cost is much less than the plant. I used the factory in the spring without with Bt guide rod. · Out of
curiosity, what is the advantage after the market of the guide web against the plant guide web? Out of curiosity, that is an advantage of the after market guide rod against the factory plant Rod? After about 300-400 rounds through my LCP, my original guiderod developed some grooves to the muzzle end of the rod. I read on another forum that
marring/grooving can cause operational problems, so I switched to SS BT Guiderod. I am currently over 1,200 rounds through my LCP, and still no marring/grooving on the rod. It's about $20 and the NHS is kinda spendy... But for me, it's worth it. You can use the original springs or change to Wolff sources, which I made for #13. I say if it's not broken and your
happy, don't have to do anything. YMMV! Yogi ;D Out of curiosity, what is the advantage after the market of the guide web against the plant guide web? Its brilliant! in fact, on one of my lcp's, the stock rod peened all the heck, so I replaced it with a BT guiderod, no more peening on another of my lcp's, the stock guide rod looks great... On another of my lcp's,
the stock guide rod looks great... I mentioned in a post many months ago that I believed Ruger had changed or produced a stronger guide rod. It is interesting to note that the new COLT mustang is the fact that they use the washer between the guide rod and spring to reduce the wear of the material on the rod. · Hi, I'm new to the forum and just got my LCP
yesterday. I still love the little gun and I'm amazed at how accurate it is. I only shot 50 rounds and I noticed that the guide rod is scratched already. LCP was made on January 12, 2012. So much for stronger rods in new pistols. I've seen earlier in the tread that Galloway does guide rods as well as BT. Any thoughts about which is better? BT has good reviews
overall. Thank you WK WK, I ordered from guiderod.com on Friday night and it was delivered from Texas to OHIO on Monday. The guy's amazing! Without hurting anyone else, I'm just telling you what I know. · Thank you so much for the information on guiderod.com I will check it out as soon as possible. · Thank you so much for the information on
guiderod.com I will check it out as soon as possible. Don't thank me yet... I didn't notice you posted this in the LCP section. I don't think they carry them. Excuse me. · Imo.. They're cheap, I just replace mine every 500 rounds or so. Operator What could be better than Galloway or BTS Guide Rod? Keep in mind that installing both bt guide and Wolf recoil in
the spring can limit slide travel enough to prevent the attraction of Manuel's slide to keep open. As I understand it, this is a very rare problem, but of course it happened to me. Bill is on BT and the people at Wolf are great people and were happy to help me work this out. Of. ruger lcp bt guide rod
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